F – Feature Sundays: 4 & 7 p.m. except for Easter weekend
D – Documentary Wednesdays: 7 p.m.
(all films subject to change without notice)

JANUARY
Stories We Tell (D) Jan 30: 7 p.m.
In an inspired, genre-twisting film, Oscar-nominated writer/
director Sarah Polley discovers that the truth depends on who is
telling it. Polley is both filmmaker and detective as she
investigates the secrets behind a family of storytellers. Her film
explores the elusive nature of truth and memory, but at its core is
a deeply personal film about how narratives shape and define us
as individuals and families, inter- connecting to paint a
profound, funny and poignant picture of a larger human story.
Canada, 108 min, English, PG
FEBRUARY
Anna Karenina (F) Feb 3: 4 & 7 p.m.
Director Joe Wright reunites with Keira Knightley for a lush and
atmospheric adaptation of Leo Tolstoy’s classic novel. Scripted by
acclaimed playwright Tom Stoppard (Shakespeare in Love), here
is a powerful and stylistically daring version of this epic love story
about defying conventions to follow desires of the heart.
UK, 130 min, English, 14A
Un cuento chino (Chinese Take-Away) (F) Feb 10: 4 & 7 p.m.
Director Sebastián Borensztein’s (The Secret in Their Eyes)
delightful comedy follows the endearing relationship between a
reclusive Argentine hardware store owner and a young Chinese
immigrant thrown together by an absurd twist of fate. An amusing
and heart-warming story of miscommunication, kindness and the
unpredictability of life, it also illustrates what can happen when
one’s mind and heart open to new people and different ways of
looking at the world.
Argentina/Spain, 93 min, Spa, Mandarin w/subtitles, NR
Searching for Sugar Man (D) Feb 13: 7 p.m.
This award-winning documentary tells the story of Rodriguez, the
greatest '70s rock icon who never was. Discovered in a Detroit bar
in the late '60s he recorded the album that was to secure his
reputation. In fact, it bombed and the singer disappeared. But a
bootleg recording made its way to apartheid South Africa and over
the next two decades, Rodriguez became a phenomenon. This is
the story of two South African fans who set out to discover what
really happened to their hero, leading them to a story more
extraordinary than any existing myths about the artist.
Sweden/UK, 86 min, English, PG
Hyde Park on Hudson (F) Feb 17: 4 & 7 p.m.
England's King and Queen pay an historic visit to President
FDR's NY estate in 1939 just when the president has become
especially close to his distant cousin Margaret “Daisy” Suckley.
Bill Murray, Laura Linney, Olivia Williams star. 94 94
USA, 94 min, English, PG
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Silver Linings Playbook (F) Feb 24: 4 & 7 p.m.
Pat (Bradley Cooper) has lost it all—wife, house and job. Back
with his parents (Jacki Weaver, Robert DeNiro) after a stint in a
state institution, Pat is determined to rebuild, remain positive
and reunite with his wife. Pat's parents want him to succeed—
and share their obsession with the Philadelphia Eagles. Pat
meets Tiffany (Jennifer Lawrence), a mysterious girl with her
own problems. She offers to help Pat reconnect with his wife but
only if he does something very important for her in return. . .
and. . .well, it’s called Silver Linings Playbook for a reason!
USA, 122 min, English, 14A
In film nist (This Is Not a Film) (D) Feb 27: 7 p.m.
Shot partially on an iPhone, smuggled to France in a cake for
Cannes, this documentary depicts the day-to-day life of
acclaimed Iranian director Jafar Panahi during house arrest in
his Tehran apartment. While appealing his six-year prison
sentence and 20-year ban from filmmaking, Panahi reflects on
his art. “. . .either the cleverest film I’ve seen in a long time or a
film that through circumstance has become the ultimate
statement about films and filmmaking.”
Iran, 75 min, Persian w/subtitles, NR
MARCH
En kongelig aﬀære (A Royal Aﬀair) (F) Mar 3: 4 & 7 p.m.
Set in 18th century Denmark, this period drama reveals the love
triangle between a mentally ill king, a man of enlightenment and
a young but strong queen. They are at the heart of a gripping
historic time when brave idealism risked everything in the
pursuit of freedom for the people of Denmark.
DNK/SWE/CZE, 137 min, Dan/Eng/Ger/Fre w/subtitles, 14A
The Master (F) Mar 10: 4 & 7 p.m.
Freddie is a WW II naval veteran struggling with PTSD in postwar America until The Cause and its charismatic leader draw
him in. Writer/director Paul Thomas Anderson and his stellar
cast (Joaquin Phoenix, Philip Seymour Hoffman, Amy Adams)
serve up a tough drama that is “smart, powerfully acted,
beautifully filmed, solidly engrossing and critically acclaimed.”
USA, 144 min, English, 14A
Samsara (D) Mar 13: 7 p.m.
Filmed in 25 countries on five continents in 70mm film, this is a
Big Screen sensory experience. Traveling to sacred grounds,
disaster zones, industrial complexes and natural wonders with
no dialogue or descriptive text, this sumptuous documentary
looks into human spirituality and experience while illuminating
the links between humanity and nature.
USA, 102 min, no dialogue, PG

Robot & Frank (F) Mar 17: 4 & 7 p.m.
Frank’s kids think he should not live alone. A nursing home?
Instead, against Frank’s wishes, they provide a walking, talking
humanoid robot that can improve his physical and mental
health. Hilarious and heartbreaking, Frank Langella’s
performance is brilliant in this quirky indie drama—a smart,
thoughtful meditation on aging and how to find friends and
family in the most unexpected places.
USA, 89 min, English, PG
Oslo, August 31st (F) Mar 24: 4 & 7 p.m.
Anders, 34, is a fortunate, but troubled man battling addiction.
Allowed out for a job interview, instead he drifts around the city,
revisiting old friends. The day grows difficult as he struggles
with personal demons and past ghosts for the chance at love and
a new life. Joachim Trier has created "an exhilarating film, with
impeccable direction and pitch-perfect performances." [His]
“compassion for what it takes to survive. . .and the love he
bestows on Oslo, is rewardingly profound.”
Norway, 95 min, Norwegian/English w/subtitles, NR
Die Frau mit den 5 Elefanten
`
(The Woman with the 5 Elephants) (D) Mar 27:
7 p.m.
The 5 elephants are Dostoyevsky's great novels, translated by
Svetlana Geier, 87, considered the world's most masterful
translator of Russian literature into German. Vadim Jendreyko
captures her at work and her fascinating, dramatic life story. A
rigorous intellectual, she parses the language word by word, and
warms the screen with the depths of her dignity and humanity.
Language as a civilizing force is the thread that runs through
Geier's life, and it illuminates each minute of the film.
Switzerland/Germany, 93 min, Ger/Rus w/subtitles, G
Quartet (F) Mar 31 & Apr 1: 7 p.m. only
Based on the stage play of the same name, and Dustin Hoffman's
directorial debut this is a wicked comedy about residents of a
home for retired opera singers in England. Three members (Tom
Courtenay, Billy Connolly, Pauline Collins) of an illustrious
quartet organise an annual concert on Giuseppe Verdi's birthday to
raise funds for their home. When the fourth and most celebrated
member of the former quartet (Maggie Smith), moves into the
home, plans for this year's concert start to unravel.
UK, 98 min, English, PG
APRIL
De rouille et d'os (Rust and Bone) (F) Apr 7: 4 & 7 p.m.
A marine orca trainer loses her legs in a freak accident and
develops a relationship of mutual strength and emotional
dependence with a brutish Belgian bouncer. "Movies. . .never
come to life on paper, and shouldn’t be blamed just because a
synopsis can’t do them justice.” On film, Jacques Audiard’s
drama "is bruising, beautiful and fierce, a love story written in
scar tissue, acted with galvanising intelligence. . .directed like a
dream. . .His sure sense of rhythm, Juliette Welfling’s typically
incisive editing and the tremendous leads (Marion Cotillard,
Mattias Schoenaerts, Corinne Masiero) give it clout."

France/Belgium, 120 min, Fre and Eng w/subtitles, NR
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Jiro Dreams of Sushi (D) Apr 10: 7 p.m.
Director David Gelb's debut feature documentary presents 85year-old Jiro Ono, considered by many to be the world’s greatest
sushi chef. A captivating film, this is a thoughtful and elegant
meditation on work, family and the art of perfection, chronicling
Jiro’s life as both an unparalleled success in the culinary world
and as a loving yet complicated father.
USA, 81 min, Japanese w/subtitles, PG

The Fundy Film Society was established in Wolfville, Nova
Scotia (2001),
as a nonprofit society to offer high-quality independent,
Canadian and foreign films to residents of the Annapolis Valley.
Our first screening was in Jan 2002.
Our programme currently consists of two distinct series,
Feature and Documentary, and the occasional Special
presentation.
We screen at Acadia Cinema’s Al Whittle Theatre behind
the Acadia marquee, 450 Main St., Wolfville, NS.
The Fundy Film Society acknowledges our partnership
withTIFF’s Film Circuit, and its sponsors. For more
information about Film Circuit and to view a full list of their
sponsors, visit tiff.net/filmcircuit/.

The Angels’ Share (F) Apr 14: 4 & 7 p.m.
Ken Loach's latest film is about a ragtag group of Scottish
friends who naively enter into the whisky distillery business.
The leader is Paul Brannigan who plays Robbie, a young man
who, after a near jail sentence, vows to his newborn that he will
abandon a life of crime. Loach is full-on feel-good with this
enjoyable, rough-edged, well acted dramedy that is moving,
suspenseful and laugh-out-loud funny.
UK/France/Belgium/Italy, 101 min, English, NR
A Late Quartet (F) Apr 21: 4 & 7 p.m.
A beloved cellist of a renowned string quartet receives a lifechanging diagnosis and the group's future falters: suppressed
emotions, competing egos and passions threaten to derail
friendship and collaboration. Facing a 25th anniversary concert,
maybe their last, only their intimate bond and the power of
music can preserve their legacy. Inspired by and structured
around Beethoven's Opus 131 String Quartet in C-sharp minor,
the film pays homage to chamber music and the cultural world
of New York.
USA, 105 min, English, 14A
Crulic - drumul spre dincolo (Crulic - The Path to Beyond)
(D) Apr 24: 7 p.m.
This astounding animation is a feature-length documentary that
tells the story of Crulic, the 33 years old Romanian who died in
a Polish prison during a hunger strike for unjust imprisonment.
Acclaimed Romanian actor, Vlad Ivanov, narrates Crulic's ironic
voice-over from beyond the grave. A strong visual style, the
result of beautiful hand drawn, collage, stop-motion and cut-out
animation techniques, blend to create a striking, surprisingly
integrated and memorable film.
Romania/Poland, 73 min, Romanian w/subtitles, PG
The Sapphires (F) Apr 28: 4 & 7 p.m. (t.b.c.)
A good-hearted film that deftly mixes sparkling humour and
serious drama, it follows the true story of four vivacious,
talented and young Aboriginal women from a remote Australian
mission who form an “all-girl“ group, The Sapphires and land a
gig entertaining the U.S. troops in Vietnam (1968). A rousing
film that hits all the right notes, The Sapphires offers showstopping Motown hits, exquisite period detail and gorgeous
cinematography.
Australia, 103 min, English, NR

Winter Series 2013
REVISED
all films subject to change without notice

Acadia Cinema’s Al Whittle Theatre
behind the Acadia marquee, 450 Main St., Wolfville, NS

F – Feature Sundays: 4 + 7 p.m. (except Easter
weekend)
D – Documentary
Wednesdays: 7 p.m.

Remaining films:
D Jan 30 Stories We Tell
F Feb 3
Anna Karenina
F Feb 10 Chinese Take-Away
D Feb 13 Searching for Sugar Man
F Feb 17 Hyde Park on Hudson
F Feb 24 Silver Linings Playbook
D Feb 27 This Is Not a Film
F Mar 3 A Royal Aﬀair
F Mar 10 The Master
D Mar 13 Samsara
F Mar 17 Robot & Frank
F Mar 24 Oslo, August 31st
D Mar 27 The Woman with the 5 Elephants
F Mar 31 & Apr 1 Quartet 7 p.m. only
F Apr 7
Rust and Bone
D Apr 10 Jiro Dreams of Sushi
F Apr 14 The Angels’ Share
F Apr 21 A Late Quartet
D Apr 24 Crulic-The Path to Beyond
F Apr 28 The Sapphires (t.b.c.)
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